This is quite a subject.

Notably, women in most places of the world are hated or degraded in some way. Because why? Some Abrahamic cancer religions, mainly. Such hate never existed in times before these jewish created hoaxes that just attack women out of nowhere. Mind you, the jewish women are really uplifted and taken care of, but of course, this doesn't have to do with the women of the 'goy'.

The enemy is behind this, and this is a very well thought and executed thing they are doing. It's no coincidence.

Before I point that stuff out, let's not forget these are general and not exceptions. There are always exceptions in life in general, but we all fill some categories. There is no human that doesn't breathe, for example.

Let's not lie to ourselves. In the west, 'woman hating' is virtually nonexistent. In most ways, women are now superior to men, they have become an object of worship in many ways. There are no burkas, there is no stoning, and hardly any punishment even if someone engages in the most corrupted behaviors, or any other such things.

Women have equal, if not more rights to men. Women also need a different handling than men, obviously. There is no real question of 'equality', as genders are totally different, and then individuals are also different too. The calls of 'equality' call for when people are assimilated, and they are all the same. Women are also forced to act like men in many ways, today, and this is to make them lose their femininity, which is essentially a sense of power for women.

For these women who just want to feel important over just being 'women' this isn't a point we should be focusing.

It's interesting how feminists and others speak of equality and other crap, but the entire basis is around how one is to be glorified because they possess a vagina, or scorned if they don't. Essentially this is low level advocacy as still this just revolves around genitals and nothing else.
There is no real judgment of quality of a person, so many lowlife personas go into these groups to advocate about them being corrupt etc., using their gender as a shield to protect their so called 'rights' to degeneracy.

Men also did the same crap for decades, by justifying cheating and abnormal behavior towards society and women, over the fact that "God is a man" and other trivial justifications. So, there is no 'wrong gender' on that one, just suckers who hide the fact that they suck. We have to look beyond genders, in order to understand where genders actually fall.

I notice how women have zero to no idea what lies in other places in the world, in contrast to the "west" where they claim they are imaginably 'suppressed and enslaved'.

If anything, the female element in the west has went extremely rampant, to the point it has actually now overcome and suppressed the male element in society. This has reached the point where many men become sissified in order to enjoy the benefits of welfare, protection, and soft cuddling that cucked society provides to all sorts of beaten and effeminate individuals.

Typically, the jews divide a nation or a country into all sorts of teams. The hamburger lovers vs the bacon lovers, the gamers vs the incessant masturbators, the women vs the men, the lovers of dogs vs the lovers of cats. This is all nonsense, and there is no reason for any such strife. Other than jewish profit, and for people to fill their boring lives with something to waste time on.

And they put all these groups in endless strife - a warfare to bring civilization down over nonsense. They dig everything imaginable to find problems, and become the 'leaders' in solving these non-existent and imaginative problems that do not exist and many of which have been corrected long ago. So therefore, by fighting these problems, the stupid idiots who engage in this, they create them in society.

This is like doctors and how they invented the fictitious ADHD. Now it's 'real' because they caused it.

Women can be of masculine polarity, or feminine polarity. This goes in both males and females. Essentially, not all women act 'feminine', and not all men act 'masculine'. However, our genders do matter, and they matter a lot. To lie otherwise is to deny reality. If you believe you are a butterfly, you are simply NOT a butterfly. You have a biological gender, but that doesn't always define your polarity.
However I notice the jews are mixing deplorable and subhuman behavior, and tying this into genders, or anything else in particular, to keep people oblivious of the spiritual reasons behind such behavior. For example, a person is a rotten character that is a backstabber, cheater, or a disgusting personality. And if the victim is the man from a woman of that type for example, they say "Oh that's the nature of women, them bitches".

In the reverse situation, they tell the woman that "oh it’s the men, they are useless pigs". They just overly generalize and make rules that they push to society, which people accept blindly because of their subjective personal experience, therefore, making them real.

This facilitates incessant warfare, and replicates the lies of the Torah which have everyone as an evil, goyim cattle by birth, and society in a state of general 'sin' and chaos.

Now *ALL* of human life on the planet, does have a mother. The fact we exist has to do with the fact we have a mother.

To hate 'women', is pushed so much in men and in societies, because this is hating the principle of growth, spirituality, beauty and high civilization. All these things fall under the female element, which is the live giving element of growth, nurturing and empowerment.

To hate 'women' also acts in a way as to make one manifest the exact conditions that will make them hate women, as this is a pattern playing. One thinks all women are sluts, and they are going to find a lot of proof about it, as like attracts like.

Truth be told, many people are low quality people outside nowadays. That doesn't necessarily involve gender, however. It's just that genders manifest stupidity and low quality in a particular way, and damage society in different ways.

For example, bad men damage society by not defending it and by not creating the necessary boundaries that are required so that any freedom can exist (such as borders). Women of bad quality just destroy a civilization by trying to 'bring in' all sorts of decaying influences to 'nurture them' or 'give them life', or babies, whatever.

The problem lies not in genders, but in that neither of the genders does its job anymore. And this is a spiritual problem.
The general imbalances in the souls of people do manifest themselves as unstable social conditions.

There is no point in hating men, women, or anything else. There is only a point in hating the jews who have created these programs that they call 'religions' through which they have attempted to overthrow nature, spirituality, and the source of human advancement at the soul level. Which manifests balance in the person and society.

Therefore, bringing everything into a proportionate existence. One just needs to look at the health of the ancient world to understand. Women were women, and men were men. That doesn't include sexual choices or polarity. It's just that genders were where they should be by nature.

The rest of the things flew on their own harmoniously. All this comes from living in spiritual balance and sanity, and in accordance to nature. It's a true point that in the general lines, men have to be strong, and this simply attracts women in a magnetic way. In the same way, when women act feminine, this simply magnetizes men like insects to the light. Men are the masculine element, the element which creates boundaries in society, in which the women can be free. Women are the feminine element that gives quality and purpose and life to a civilization.

And unbeknownst to modern women, both genders thirst for the above, even if one finds themselves lesbian or in any other sexual orientation.

As for these 'women' who cry endless feminist tears, we can see that they, in fact, do hate other women and their own 'gender comrades'. They want society to open up to a savagery that will rob them of ALL female rights, and wreck femininity to destruction forever, turning free countries into a Saudi Arabia, with women no less than cattle.

I have never met a feminist that never hated women. It's mostly evil women that are feminists, not only to other women, and to femininity and all it means, but society at large. The deep levels of the feminist movement are nothing but hardcore terrorism, aimed to destroy society. By their incessant crying and conjuring of ghosts that never existed, these ghosts will exist, and they will cost the freedom of other women who do in fact, entirely deserve it.

If there are no men, these boundaries don't exist, and the female element reeks all over the place. It's men that guard the borders and fight, but it's women that give life and beauty to a civilization.
However lastly, let's not forget the bottom of it. If there are problems, it's essentially not 'beginning' with any gender: it begins with spiritual corruption, If the balance of an atom is overthrown, problems come anyway, it doesn't matter from where.

Which starts at a very definitive beginning. No Pagan faith was as sickening as the faiths of the jews today, that have destabilized society as a whole.
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